Built to inspire.

Reshaping professional
environments.

CUSTOMIZE PERSONAL SPACE WITH
EGAN VISUAL TABLESCREENS
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BUILT FOR
FRESH THINKING.
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With a commitment to quality craftsmanship and
innovation, Egan Visual offers the finest range of
standard and custom table enhancements that
create functional privacy without compromising
design.
Egan TableScreens provide a sense of privacy in an open concept environment and offer a variety of frame
designs, infill options, and table-agnostic mounting configurations to choose from. All products are available in
an array of standard and custom heights, lengths, and colors.

Learn more about our
TableScreen platforms:
Egan M-Series
The contemporary styling of M-Series TableScreens
is based on the Egan Lite Mobile design. These table
enhancements provide for the ultimate customization
with a variety of surface and infill options available.
Egan Dimension Series
Another original Egan design. Dimension TableScreens
bring a modern look with a monolithic, vanishing edge
design. A guaranteed-to-clean writing surface with a
number of standard and custom sizes and options.
Egan GlassWrite Series
GlassWrite TableScreens feature low-iron glass
for high clarity of surface and edges. All GlassWrite
products feature sparkling field depth and are
guaranteed-to-clean.
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CUSTOMIZE.
Choosing which Egan TableScreen is the best fit for you
is simple and intuitive. Select from a range of infill options,
choose between framed or frameless aesthetics, and finally
select your installation method.
Step 1: Choose an infill

Egan Versa Surface (EVS®)

Tackable Surface

GlassWrite

Step 2: Choose a frame

Contemporary: M-Series

Ultra-Thin: Boxcore

Vanishing Edge: Dimension

Frameless: GlassWrite

Cross Clamp

Edge Clamp

Step 3: Choose an installation method

Joiner Mount

Surface Mount

Not all infills are available with all frame styles. For more information, please consult the Egan Price and Specification Guide.
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VERSATILE.
M-Series TableScreens
With robust anodized aluminum frames, M-Series TableScreens feature a contemporary design, similar to Egan Lite
Mobiles. A variety of infill options including GlassWrite, magnet-compatible EVS on steel, natural cork, tackable
fabrics, and environmentally friendly EcoTack, make M-Series TableScreens one of the most customizable table
enhancements.
Features:
• Specify EganINK™ for limitless customization on EVS and GlassWrite surfaces.
• Available in standard heights of 8”, 12”, 14” or 18” and standard lengths of 24”, 30”, 36”, 48”, 60”, and 72”.
Additional sizes may be ordered through our Custom Response program.

Robust, anodized aluminum frame of M-Series TableScreens.

Egan M-Series TableScreen with EVS infill.

Tackable infills include EganFabric, Maharam fabric, Natural Cork,
EcoTack Beige and EcoTack EganMetallic.

Egan M-Series TableScreen create space division.
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DESIGN.
The monolithic and minimalist design of
Dimension TableScreens allows for functional
privacy in open concept environments without
compromising design.

Dimension TableScreen
The vanishing edge design elegantly influences
sightlines and can be specified with guaranteed-to-clean
EVS or tackable fabrics.

Dimension Stele Boxcore TableScreen
An ultra-modern, thin bezel frame adds definition to this
magnet and dry-erase compatible TableScreen.

Features:
• Specify EganINK on EVS for printing in full density
color so images look rich and vibrant.
• Available in standard heights of 8”, 12”, 14” or
18” and standard lengths of 24”, 30”, 36”, 48”, 60”,
and 72”. Additional sizes may be ordered through
our Custom Response program.

NeoMagnet features high holding
Egan N
power with an easy to use ergonomic design.

Egan Dimension Stele Boxcore TableScreen with magnet-compatibility.
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INNOVATE.
GlassWrite TableScreens feature Low-Iron (PPG Starphire®, Pilkington OptiWhite™) SLS Float Glass with high optical
clarity. Glass infills can be specified in a variety of heights and widths. All GlassWrite products feature sparkling field
depth and are guaranteed to clean.
GlassWrite TableScreens
Frameless glass infills in clear or frosted glass and polished
edges give GlassWrite TableScreens a modern look. Customize
using EganINK for bespoke graphics and increased functionality.

GlassWrite Boxcore TableScreens
GlassWrite Boxcore TableScreens offer a clean aesthetic with
an ultra-thin bezel frame and pristine glass infills. Available in
white and an array of colors.

GlassWrite Lumens TableScreens
Base lit with high efficiency LED lighting for a stunning optical
effect gives the GlassWrite Lumens TableScreen a subtle and
angular outline of low-intensity light to separate each
work surface.

Ultra-thin bezel frame adds a pristine finish to GlassWrite Boxcore TableScreens.

Egan GlassWrite Boxcore TableScreen with EganINK.

GlassWrite Lumens features a frameless glass divider, internally illuminated with
LED lighting for a crisp, modern aesthetic.

GlassWrite TableScreens feature a frameless clear or frosted glass for minimalistic,
visually unobtrusive aesthetic.
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Surface Mount
Create functional space division by mounting
TableScreens to the surface of the work space.

Cross Clamp
Use a Cross clamp to mount TableScreens for an easily
demountable temporary installation.

Joiner Mount
Use a joiner mount to install TableScreens on
two distinct table surfaces.

Edge Clamp
Use an Edge clamp to mount TableScreens to the edge
of work stations.

Joiner Mount on GlassWrite
TableScreen.

Surface Mount on
DimensionTableScreen.

Cross Clamp on Dimension
TableScreen.

Edge Clamp on GlassWrite Boxcore
TableScreen.

Joiner Mount on M-Series
TableScreen.

Surface Mount on M-Series
TableScreen.

Cross Clamp on M-Series
TableScreen.

Edge Clamp on M-Series
TableScreen.

Egan builds the world’s finest visual
products through quality craftsmanship
and technological innovation. As leaders in
our industry, we are committed to timeless,
environmentally responsible design.

Built to inspire.
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Egan TableScreens can be mounted on any desk system available on the
furniture market. Installing Egan TableScreens is simple and hassle-free with
the variety of mounting methods that Egan offers.
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SIMPLE.

